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You hate AI for all the right reasons. 
Now reconsider.

• AI is advancing rapidly, and we’re all concerned about the potential risks
• These concerns are justified, as AI could lead to job displacement, mass surveillance, and even 

existential threats!

• But AI also has the potential to solve some of the world's biggest 
problems

• Such as climate change and disease.

• It’s important to be aware of the risks of AI, but also be open to its 
potential benefits

Bottomline:
We need to develop AI responsibly and ethically, and ensure that it is used for good.

Josh Tyrangiel concludes by saying:
"AI is not a threat. It is a tool. And like any tool, it can be used for good or for evil. It is up to us to decide how we use it."

https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2023/09/10/ai-future-power-imperfection-technology/?utm_campaign=wp_week_in_ideas&utm_medium=email&utm_source=newsletter&wpisrc=nl_ideas
https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2023/09/10/ai-future-power-imperfection-technology/?utm_campaign=wp_week_in_ideas&utm_medium=email&utm_source=newsletter&wpisrc=nl_ideas


So, let’s start at the beginning



What is AI?



What is AI?

Artificial intelligence (AI) is the simulation of human intelligence processes by 
computer systems. Specific applications of AI include expert systems, natural 
language processing, speech recognition and machine vision.

• Others define AI as the ability of a machine to perform tasks that would require 
human intelligence, such as reasoning, learning, and problem-solving. 

Common types of AI:
• Machine learning: allows machines to learn from data without being 

explicitly programmed. 
• Examples: spam filtering, fraud detection, and product recommendations.

• Natural language processing: allows machines to understand and process 
human language. 

• Examples: speech recognition, machine translation, and text analysis.

• Computer vision: allows machines to see and understand the world around 
them.

• Examples: self-driving cars, facial recognition, and medical imaging.



Some more definitions of AI?

• Alan Turing: "The ability to pass the Turing test*."

• John McCarthy: "The science and engineering of making intelligent 
machines."

*The ‘Turing test’ is a test of a machine's ability to exhibit intelligent 
behavior equivalent to, or indistinguishable from, that of a human.



Who invented AI?



Who invented AI?

• Alan Turing: Turing is considered to be the father of AI. In his 1950 
paper, "Computing Machinery and Intelligence," he proposed the 
Turing test, a test of a machine's ability to exhibit intelligent behavior 
equivalent to, or indistinguishable from, that of a human.

Benedict Cumberbatch as Turing 
in the ‘The Imitation Game’



Who invented AI?

• John McCarthy: McCarthy coined the term "artificial intelligence" in 
1955. He also organized the Dartmouth Summer Research Project on 
Artificial Intelligence in 1956, which is considered to be the first major 
AI conference.



John McCarthy (1927 – 2011) working on AI in 1956

John McCarthy was an American computer scientist and cognitive scientist. 
He was one of the founders of the discipline of artificial intelligence. (source)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_McCarthy_(computer_scientist)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computer_scientist
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cognitive_scientist
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Artificial_intelligence
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ozipf13jRr4


How does AI work?



How does AI work?

• AI works by using ‘algorithms’ to analyze data and learn from it, a process 
called machine learning. All machine learning algorithms work by 
identifying patterns in data. Once an AI has learned to identify patterns, it 
can use this knowledge to make predictions or decisions.

• Example: an AI trained on a dataset of images of cats and dogs can learn to 
identify cats and dogs in new images. This AI can then be used to classify 
images or to answer questions about the images.

In mathematics and computer science, an algorithm is a finite sequence of rigorous instructions, 
typically used to solve a class of specific problems or to perform a computation.



AI Applications

• Natural language processing: The ability of a machine to understand 
and process human language. 

• Examples: speech recognition, machine translation, and text analysis.



AI Applications

• Computer vision: The ability of a machine to see and understand the 
world around it. 

• Examples: object detection, image classification, and scene 
understanding.



AI Applications

• Machine learning: The ability of a machine to learn from data and 
improve its performance over time. 

• Examples: fraud detection, spam filtering, and personalized 
recommendations.



AI Examples

• Virtual assistants: Power virtual assistants such as Amazon Alexa and 
Google Assistant which understand human speech and respond to 
commands, as well as learn about the user's preferences and provide 
personalized recommendations.



AI Examples

• Fraud detection: Detects fraud in industries such as financial services 
and healthcare. AI algorithms identify patterns in data that may 
indicate fraud.



AI Examples

• Spam filtering: Used to filter spam emails. AI algorithms identify 
patterns in email messages that may indicate spam.



AI Examples

• Self-driving cars: Used to power the self-driving technology in cars. AI 
algorithms identify objects in the road, such as other cars, 
pedestrians, and traffic signs, and may also control the car's speed 
and steering.



Tesla’s FSD today – Is AI perfect?

Full Self-Driving (FSD) is Tesla’s advanced driving assistance system (ADAS) that can 
automate driving tasks on highways and urban streets.



Switching gears… What is ChatGPT?



Switching gears… What is ChatGPT?

ChatGPT is a ‘conversational’ AI

• ChatGPT is a ‘chatbot’ that can be used to have conversations with 
humans. It is trained on a massive dataset of text and code, and can 
generate text, translate languages, write different kinds of creative 
content, and answer questions in an informative way. 

• ChatGPT is good at understanding the meaning of natural language 
and at generating text that is similar to human-written text.

Generative Pre-trained Transformers (GPTs) are neural networks, inspired by the 
human brain, that are trained on large amounts of human-generated text and can 

perform tasks like generating and answering questions.

https://encord.com/glossary/gpt-definition/#:~:text=GPT%2C%20or%20Generative%20Pre-trained,closely%20resemble%20human-written%20text.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/neural_network


Where did ChatGPT come from? (source: bard)

• ChatGPT was created by OpenAI, a non-profit artificial intelligence 
research laboratory based in San Francisco, California. It was launched 
on November 30, 2022, as a research preview, and quickly became a 
viral sensation for its ability to generate human-quality text, translate 
languages, write different kinds of creative content, and answer your 
questions in an informative way.

• ChatGPT is a fine-tuned version of GPT-3.5, a large language model 
(LLM). 

“ChatGPT is a powerful new AI tool that has the potential to 
revolutionize the way we interact with computers.”

https://openai.com/about


And what are LLMs?

ChatGPT (also Bard, Bing, etc.) belong to a class of AI called Large 
Language Models (LLMs)

• LLMs are trained using machine learning algorithms.

• LLMs are trained on massive datasets of text and code, and they learn 
to generate text, translate languages, and answer questions by 
analyzing the statistical regularities of language in the data.

• LLMs are used in natural language processing (NLP) tasks such as text 
generation, machine translation, and question answering.

See also: The Future of Large Language Models (LLMs): Strategy, Opportunities and Challenges

https://indiaai.gov.in/article/the-future-of-large-language-models-llms-strategy-opportunities-and-challenges


A brief introduction to Bard and Bing

• Bard is a large language model (LLM) chatbot developed by Google AI, 
and is based on the PaLM LLM. Bard can:

• Answer your questions, generate different creative text content, translate 
languages, write creative content, help with your writing needs

• Bing Chat is an AI chatbot developed by Microsoft and released in 
2023. It is powered by the Microsoft Prometheus model, which has 
been built on top of OpenAI's GPT-4 foundational large language 
model (LLM). Bing Chat can:

• Write different types of content, provide the user with information and 
insights on a website open in the browser, and use its Image Creator to design 
a logo, drawing, artwork, or other image based on text. 

https://bard.google.com/chat
https://www.bing.com/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Text-to-image_model


LLM pitfalls and regulation



Risks of using LLMs
The use of large language models carries several risks, 
both ethical and technical.

• Bias, fairness and toxicity: the data may not be 
representative of the population, the model may make 
biased or unfair decisions. 

• Misuse: they can generate highly convincing text, which 
can be used to create fake news or impersonate 
individuals online. 

• Adversarial attacks: they may be vulnerable to 
adversarial attacks, where an attacker manipulates the 
input to the model to produce a ‘desired’ output. 

• Private data leaks: there are chances that the LLMs 
could infer and leak private or sensitive information.

• Sustainable LLMs: training and inference of LLMs can 
incur high carbon footprint and environmental costs (like 
cryptocurrency).

• Accountability for mis-information: who will be 
accountable or responsible if the LLM gives incorrect 
suggestions or predictions.



In the news

• Elon Musk has expressed concerns about the potential dangers of large language 
models (LLMs) like ChatGPT. In an interview with Lex Fridman, Musk said that he 
believes LLMs could be used to create "deepfakes" that are indistinguishable 
from real human speech. He expressed concern that LLMs could be used to 
spread misinformation or propaganda.

• Musk also believes LLMs could eventually become so powerful that they could 
pose a threat to humanity. In a tweet, he said that "LLMs are dangerous. We need 
to be careful here."

• Stuart Russell, a professor of computer science at the University of California, 
Berkeley, has said that "LLMs are a potential existential threat to humanity."

• Oren Etzioni, the CEO of the Allen Institute for Artificial Intelligence, has said that 
"LLMs are not a threat to humanity. They are a tool, and like any tool, they can be 
used for good or evil."

For what it’s worth, I agree with Oren…

https://podcastnotes.org/lex-fridman-podcast/sam-altman-openai-ceo-on-gpt-4-chatgpt-and-the-future-of-ai-lex-fridman-podcast-367/
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2023/apr/02/ai-much-to-offer-humanity-could-wreak-terrible-harm-must-be-controlled
https://www.nytimes.com/2023/05/01/technology/ai-problems-danger-chatgpt.html


‘The Godfather of A.I.’ Leaves Google and Warns of 
Danger Ahead“ NYT May 4, 2023 (summarized by Bard)

• Geoffrey Hinton, a British computer scientist who is considered one of the 
"godfathers" of artificial intelligence (AI), has left Google and warned of the dangers of 
AI. Hinton said that he left Google because he was concerned about the company's focus 
on developing AI for commercial purposes, rather than for the public good. He also said 
that he was worried about the potential for AI to be used for malicious purposes, such as 
creating autonomous weapons.

• Hinton is not the first AI expert to raise concerns about the dangers of AI. In 2015, a 
group of AI researchers, including Stephen Hawking and Elon Musk, warned that AI could 
pose an existential threat to humanity. However, Hinton's departure from Google is a 
significant event, as it suggests that even some of the most prominent figures in the AI 
community are starting to worry about the potential dangers of the technology.

• It is important to note that Hinton is not opposed to AI research altogether. He believes 
that AI has the potential to do great good, but he is concerned about the lack of 
safeguards in place to prevent it from being used for malicious purposes. He has called 
for a global moratorium on the development of autonomous weapons, and he has urged 
governments to develop regulations for AI.

https://www.nytimes.com/2023/05/01/technology/ai-google-chatbot-engineer-quits-hinton.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2023/05/01/technology/ai-google-chatbot-engineer-quits-hinton.html


“Model evaluation for extreme risks” (source)
Summary:

• Current approaches to building general-purpose AI systems tend to produce systems with both 
beneficial and harmful capabilities. Further progress in AI development could lead to capabilities 
that pose ‘extreme risks’, such as offensive cyber capabilities or strong ‘manipulation’ skills. 

• Developers must be able to identify dangerous capabilities (through “dangerous capability 
evaluations”) and the propensity of models to apply their capabilities for harm (through 
“alignment evaluations”). 

GPT-5 Presents a 
HUGE RISK 
(New Warning From 
Google)

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2305.15324


Should LLMs be regulated?

• LLMs are powerful tools that could be used for good or evil. 
• There should be public discussion about the potential risks and benefits of 

regulation before making a decision.

• Arguments for regulation:
• ChatGPT could be used to spread misinformation or propaganda, manipulate 

people's emotions or behavior, or create deepfakes or other forms of 
synthetic media.

• Arguments against regulation:
• Regulation could stifle innovation and creativity, be difficult to enforce, or be 

used to censor legitimate speech.



Government response

• Seven technology companies leading the push for Artificial Intelligence 
agreed to follow voluntary safeguards on AI development set by the 
White House. Amazon, Anthropic, Google, Inflection, Meta, Microsoft, and 
OpenAI announced that they will follow the new guidelines during a White 
House meeting with President Biden on June 30, 2023.

• The companies agreed to allow independent security experts to test their AI 
products.

• They will share information about their AI software with governments and 
independent watchdogs.

• They agreed to include watermarks to show that content has been created using AI.
• The companies said they will use AI tools to address major challenges 

like cancer and climate change.
• They will also conduct research on how to minimize the risk of AI-enabled 

discrimination and privacy threats.

https://u5080173.ct.sendgrid.net/ss/c/FriLxoy8skJk2qiSlDnIgcvmSIPMVan4o3prHM_BGORQlANLneszaJUr6651aqNj41-RxXQY5J0zqkefE9rFWyBTsnef2s5bnE3HtsfFiJo/3y2/LHOUbymTSsuCuoBO9dE_bw/h88/4sN3kBH0RROdeU5ZAH92XyAC0UlNtsffhVlhZo3yZSU
https://u5080173.ct.sendgrid.net/ss/c/FriLxoy8skJk2qiSlDnIgQIYRTWTCNK2XFYOzIlmeZ6TcrcK1TLHU3kgX9V1fpiILOg_wPPPGrEAhHZYgaEUddV6lk1GzOrk6YY060SkZ9a5VXRD-Ncca3hkfE6L6j4y2hFoOGwl9xkyUYSsIkxpYg/3y2/LHOUbymTSsuCuoBO9dE_bw/h89/ZMxRhP8NYUx9NvpDl62XcuBnvvl77c4JBuXyf367UEY
https://u5080173.ct.sendgrid.net/ss/c/2XywYqm2QZ2CdGWlpqlA1Md3ZRlikHlCKv0qvYP0VZxEqlpyhYMZGP8HbbbOYEy3n94A4I7z7Ug3Nsn_VXcOduTMJsI8MazPpvzqgViEuNtJrCQxHnviA_GVzIJTLyK1/3y2/LHOUbymTSsuCuoBO9dE_bw/h90/8a6lQwGlPc3ppkU22yNBzls6-REmTiEHbbD2fd4y-68
https://u5080173.ct.sendgrid.net/ss/c/2XywYqm2QZ2CdGWlpqlA1CQr7l8kEAArBwmbVnSpvQconEVQRYf-bRQ2MqSAP12kp8ifOcM-J0FttyzBXwMmdWKjiC2r29SYdwQbgEDF63sO4NN2NhfMdE_hhUKQ074c/3y2/LHOUbymTSsuCuoBO9dE_bw/h91/F5v3LY1Q-3UTwVA6LQ21NMHNAhFA9NHR7dP24Ofv8CI
https://u5080173.ct.sendgrid.net/ss/c/2XywYqm2QZ2CdGWlpqlA1CQr7l8kEAArBwmbVnSpvQconEVQRYf-bRQ2MqSAP12kp8ifOcM-J0FttyzBXwMmdWKjiC2r29SYdwQbgEDF63sO4NN2NhfMdE_hhUKQ074c/3y2/LHOUbymTSsuCuoBO9dE_bw/h91/F5v3LY1Q-3UTwVA6LQ21NMHNAhFA9NHR7dP24Ofv8CI


Impact to industries and jobs



Which industries or jobs will be most 
affected by ChatGPT?
• Customer service: automate customer service tasks, such as answering questions, 

resolving issues, and providing support. 

• Content creation: generate content for a variety of purposes, such as articles, blog posts, 
social media posts, and even creative writing. 

• Data entry: automate data entry tasks, such as entering customer information, product 
data, and financial data. 

• Research: automate research tasks, such as gathering information, summarizing research 
papers, and generating reports. 

• Telemarketers: automate telemarketing tasks, such as making sales calls and qualifying 
leads.

• Writers: generate content, such as articles, blog posts, and social media posts.

• Editors: proofread and edit content.

• Research assistants: gather information and summarize research papers, 

and more



And ChatGPT creates job too…

• ChatGPT could be used to develop new products and services.
• ChatGPT could be used to develop a new customer service chatbot that is more 

efficient and effective than human customer service representatives.

• ChatGPT could be used to automate tasks that are currently performed by 
humans, freeing human workers to focus on more creative and strategic 
tasks. (Where have we heard this before?)

• ChatGPT could be used to create new forms of content. ChatGPT could be 
used to generate interactive stories or educational content.

I view ChatGPT, Bard and Bing as tools to improve my efficiency for content 
creation and overall quality of the final product. But one must ALWAYS check 
an AI’s output for accuracy!



Cost to use AI



The ‘Cost’ issue

• A large language model (LLM) query will likely cost 10 times more than a 
standard keyword search.

• Google's 3.3 trillion search queries last year cost roughly a fifth of a cent 
each. Google could face a $6-billion hike in expenses by 2024 if ChatGPT-
like AI were to handle half the queries it receives with 50-word answers. 

• Why? AI depends on billions of dollars of chips, a cost that has to be spread 
out over their useful life of several years. Electricity likewise adds costs and 
pressure to companies with carbon-footprint goals.

The process of handling AI-powered search queries is known as "inference," 
in which a "neural network" loosely modeled on the human brain's biology 

infers the answer to a question from prior training.

https://www.reuters.com/technology/tech-giants-ai-like-bing-bard-poses-billion-dollar-search-problem-2023-02-22/


More Costs with Google AI

https://www.reuters.com/technology/tech-giants-ai-like-bing-bard-poses-billion-dollar-search-problem-2023-02-22/


What’s my cost to use current AI systems?

• ChatGPT 3.5 – free

• GPT-4 - ($20/month, although Bing* uses GPT 4 and it’s free)

• Bard – free, and best when used with the Chrome browser

• *Bing – free, though it requires that you use the Edge browser
• Bing is also available as an app on Android and iOS

• Midjourney – subscription required, plus a Discord account

• Dall-E – free to ‘try’, but you must purchase ‘credits’ to use
• Microsoft Designer uses Dall-E and is free to use in the Edge browser

• Bing Image Creator also uses Dall-E and is free to use in the Edge browser

https://chat.openai.com/
https://openai.com/gpt-4
https://bard.google.com/
https://www.bing.com/
https://www.midjourney.com/
https://discord.com/
https://labs.openai.com/
https://designer.microsoft.com/
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/edge/features/image-creator?form=MT00D8


ChatGPT vs Google Bard vs Bing Ai - The 
Ultimate Comparison Test

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0diejS58ouM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0diejS58ouM


A quick look at the three most popular (free) LLMs

• OpenAI GPT-3.5

• Google Bard

• Microsoft Bing



ChatGPT 3.5 (older data, free to use)

• ChatGPT (Chat Generative Pre-Trained Transformer) is 
a large language model-based chatbot developed 
by OpenAI and launched on November 30, 2022, notable for 
enabling users to refine and steer a conversation towards a 
desired length, format, style, level of detail, and language used. 
Successive prompts and replies, known as prompt engineering, 
are taken into account at each stage of the conversation as a 
context.

How ChatGPT actually works

https://chat.openai.com/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ChatGPT
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Large_language_model
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chatbot
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/OpenAI
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Language
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prompt_engineering
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x_bw_IHjCWU


GPT-3.5 - https://chat.openai.com/

https://chat.openai.com/


YouTube Video transcription using ChatGPT
DEMO (no audio)

https://youtu.be/D15bAw69asc


Write an essay (GPT-3.5)

• Write a 500 word essay that summarizes the essence of Herman 
Melville's Moby Dick.

572 words, but who’s counting?

Title: The Epic Tale of Obsession and Fate: Summarizing the 
Essence of Herman Melville's "Moby-Dick“

Introduction:
Herman Melville's timeless masterpiece, "Moby-Dick," is a 
literary voyage into the depths of human obsession, fate, and 
the enigmatic force of nature. First published in 1851, this novel 
weaves a complex tapestry of characters, symbolism, and 
philosophical contemplation that continues to captivate readers 
across generations. At its core, "Moby-Dick" is a story of a 
relentless pursuit, a captain's fixation, and the elusive white 
whale that becomes a symbol of man's inexorable quest for 
meaning…

https://chat.openai.com/


GPTZero can help identify AI-generate text

• GPTZero is the leading AI detector for checking whether a document 
was written by a large language model such as ChatGPT. GPTZero 
detects AI on sentence, paragraph, and document level.

Result

Developed by Princeton undergrad Edward Tian, 
class of ’23 for his senior thesis project

https://app.gptzero.me/app/subscription-plans
https://paw.princeton.edu/file/178146/download?token=sHRyOGDV


GPT 4 ($20/month, though Bing uses GPT 4 for free)

• OpenAI's GPT-4 model was released on March 14, 2023. 
Observers reported GPT-4 to be an impressive improvement 
from the existing GPT-3.5 model for ChatGPT, with the caveat 
that GPT-4 retains many of the same problems. Some of the 
improvements within GPT-4 were predicted by OpenAI before 
training it, although other improvements remained hard to 
predict due to breaks in downstream scaling laws. OpenAI 
demonstrated video and image inputs for GPT-4, although such 
features remain inaccessible to the general public.

https://openai.com/gpt-4
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ChatGPT
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neural_scaling_law#Broken_Neural_Scaling_Laws_(BNSL)


Bard (Google’s response to ChatGPT, free to use)

• Bard is a conversational generative artificial 
intelligence chatbot developed by Google, based initially on 
the LaMDA family of large language models (LLMs) and later 
the PaLM LLM. It was developed as a direct response to the 
rise of OpenAI's ChatGPT, and was released in a limited 
capacity in March 2023 to lukewarm responses, before 
expanding to other countries in May.

https://bard.google.com/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bard_(chatbot)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Generative_artificial_intelligence
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Generative_artificial_intelligence
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chatbot
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Google
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/LaMDA
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Large_language_models
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PaLM
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/OpenAI
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ChatGPT


Google Bard - https://bard.google.com/

https://bard.google.com/


Bard - Create a new seminar (outline)

https://bard.google.com/


A new course outline created in 5 seconds



And in another 5 seconds



And so on



Bing (Chat)

• How to Get and Use the New Bing Ai - Use ChatGPT 4 for Free

• On February 7, 2023, Microsoft began rolling out a major 
overhaul to Bing that included a new chatbot feature based on 
OpenAI's GPT-4. Bing Chat was available only to users 
of Microsoft Edge and Bing mobile app. On May 4 Microsoft 
switched from Limited Preview to Open Preview, however, it 
remains available only on Microsoft's Edge browser or Bing 
app, but no longer requires a Microsoft account (there are 
limitations).

https://www.bing.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H_1ZuLIqagg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Microsoft_Bing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Microsoft_Edge


Microsoft Bing – 
https://www.bing.com

https://www.bing.com/


Microsoft Bing writes a poem
AI is not just a tool or a toy
It’s a powerful force that can bring us joy
It can help us solve problems and create new things
It can inspire us to explore and discover our wings
AI can make us smarter and more efficient
It can enhance our creativity and make us proficient
It can improve our health and well-being
It can protect our environment and keep it green
AI can connect us with people and cultures
It can enrich our lives and broaden our horizons
It can foster empathy and compassion
It can promote peace and harmony
AI is not a threat or a foe
It’s a friend and a partner that can help us grow
It can learn from us and teach us too
It can share our dreams and make them come true

This is my poem about AI. I hope you like it. 😊



What is Microsoft Copilot?

• Microsoft Copilot is a new AI product that combines the power 
of large language models with in-house enterprise data 
generated by the Microsoft Graph and Microsoft 365 
applications.

• It’s designed to work alongside popular Microsoft 365 Apps 
such as Word, Excel, PowerPoint, Outlook, Teams, and more.

• Copilot provides real-time intelligent assistance, enabling users 
to enhance their creativity, productivity, and skills.

• It works by analyzing the user’s input and providing 
suggestions based on the context of the document or 
message.

• Copilot can help users with tasks such as text content creation, 
comprehension, and more.

https://adoption.microsoft.com/en-us/copilot/


Mobile
Apps

• Bing: Chat with AI & GPT-4

• Microsoft Image Creator (app accessed within the Bing mobile app)

• ChatGPT

• Bard (accessed via the browser on your mobile device)

• Microsoft Designer

DesignerBing ChatGPT BardImage Creator



Extra Credit
Generative Images



What are Diffusion Models?
Diffusion models are a type of generative AI* model that are trained on 
a massive dataset of images. This allows them to generate images that 
are both realistic and creative. Examples of diffusion models:

• Midjourney is a diffusion model developed by Nvidia. Midjourney is 
designed for artists, and can be used to generate images based on 
user-provided sketches or descriptions.

• DALL-E 2 is a diffusion model developed by OpenAI. It is one of the 
most powerful diffusion models available, and it has been used to 
create a variety of impressive images. 

Diffusion models have the potential to revolutionize the way we create 
and interact with images. 

*Generative AI models use large language models, complex algorithms and neural networks to produce original 
text, audio, synthetic data, images, and more.



Midjourney

• How to Use Midjourney - Ai Text To Image Generator - Beginner's 
Guide

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_MF6qxPZDHs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_MF6qxPZDHs


Source

An AI-generated "synthetic 
photograph" of a cheeseburger 
generated using Midjourney v5 by 
Julie Wieland.

An AI-generated "synthetic photograph" 
of a boy and flowers generated using 
Midjourney v5 by Julie Wieland.

https://arstechnica.com/information-technology/2023/03/ai-imager-midjourney-v5-stuns-with-photorealistic-images-and-5-fingered-hands/


Dall-E

• How does DALL-E 2 actually work?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F1X4fHzF4mQ


Microsoft Designer

• How To Use Microsoft Designer - Create Amazing Ai Designs In Just 
One Click!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WUb8xMsQu9E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WUb8xMsQu9E


Microsoft Designer (based on Dall-E)

https://designer.microsoft.com/?utm_source=create&amp%3Butm_medium=learngrow&amp%3Butm_campaign=dalle
https://openai.com/research/dall-e


Bing Image Creator

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/edge/features/image-creator?form=MT00D8


Adobe Photoshop AI promo

https://news.adobe.com/news/news-details/2023/Adobe-Unveils-Future-of-Creative-Cloud-with-Generative-AI-as-a-Creative-Co-Pilot-in-Photoshop-default.aspx/default.aspx


In the News

• From lawsuits to tech hacks: Here's how artists are fighting back 
against AI image generation

• The emergence of new AI models, including Midjourney and DALL·E, has 
caused alarm among artists who fear that these advancements could threaten 
their livelihoods. However, artists are fighting back, using a variety of tactics 
to protect their creative output.

• This new data poisoning tool lets artists fight back against generative 
AI

• The tool, called Nightshade, messes up training data in ways that could cause 
serious damage to image-generating AI models.

NOT COOL!

https://www.euronews.com/culture/2023/03/27/from-lawsuits-to-tech-hacks-heres-how-artists-are-fighting-back-against-ai-image-generatio
https://www.euronews.com/culture/2023/03/27/from-lawsuits-to-tech-hacks-heres-how-artists-are-fighting-back-against-ai-image-generatio
https://www.technologyreview.com/2023/10/23/1082189/data-poisoning-artists-fight-generative-ai/
https://www.technologyreview.com/2023/10/23/1082189/data-poisoning-artists-fight-generative-ai/


Data Poisoning – it’s going to get interesting!

• There’s a risk that people might 
abuse the data poisoning 
technique for malicious uses. 

• Vitaly Shmatikov: “We don’t yet 
know of robust defenses 
against these attacks. We 
haven’t yet seen poisoning 
attacks on modern [machine 
learning] models in the wild, 
but it could be just a matter of 
time. mThe time to work on 
defenses is now.”

https://tech.cornell.edu/people/vitaly-shmatikov/


Cats

Jackson Pollock CezanneRenoir

Monet

Dali

Van 
Gogh

Picasso Matisse



More
AI In the News



Now you can chat with ChatGPT using your 
voice
• Now, you can chat with ChatGPT using your voice.

• This is done through the voice interface called Bard.

• Bard is a text-to-speech and speech-to-text model that can translate 
between human speech and text.

• With Bard, you can now have a natural conversation with ChatGPT 
using your voice.

https://www.technologyreview.com/2023/09/25/1080196/now-you-can-chat-with-chatgpt-using-your-voice/?truid=&utm_source=the_download&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=the_download.unpaid.engagement&utm_term=&utm_content=09-25-2023&mc_cid=3c6da749b9&mc_eid=2b0a7ed9e5
https://www.technologyreview.com/2023/09/25/1080196/now-you-can-chat-with-chatgpt-using-your-voice/?truid=&utm_source=the_download&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=the_download.unpaid.engagement&utm_term=&utm_content=09-25-2023&mc_cid=3c6da749b9&mc_eid=2b0a7ed9e5


How one elite university is approaching 
ChatGPT this school year
• Yale University is taking a different approach to ChatGPT than some other 

schools, which have banned it altogether.
• Yale believes that ChatGPT can be a valuable tool in education, and is 

working to integrate it into the classroom in a responsible way.
• Some of the ways that Yale is using ChatGPT include:

• Using it to generate personalized learning materials for students.
• Using it to help students develop their critical thinking and problem-solving skills.
• Using it to help students learn about the ethical implications of AI.

• Yale is also working to address concerns about cheating and plagiarism. For 
example, the school is teaching students how to identify ChatGPT-
generated text, and is developing new assessment methods that are less 
susceptible to cheating.

• Jenny Frederick believes that AI is "going to change education, but it's not 
going to destroy it."

https://www.technologyreview.com/2023/09/04/1078932/elite-university-chatgpt-this-school-year/
https://www.technologyreview.com/2023/09/04/1078932/elite-university-chatgpt-this-school-year/
https://poorvucenter.yale.edu/people/jennifer-frederick


Bard can now connect to your Google apps 
and services
• Bard can now connect to your Google apps and services through 

extensions.
• This means that Bard can access and use information from your Gmail, Docs, Drive, 

Google Maps, YouTube, and Google Flights and hotels accounts.

• This can help Bard to provide you with more personalized and helpful 
responses to your queries.

• Example- you can ask Bard to start a trip planning Doc for you and your 
friends, draft up your online marketplace listing, or help explain a science 
topic to your kids.

• Bard can also use the information from your Google apps and services to 
generate creative text formats, like poems, code, scripts, musical pieces, 
email, letters, etc.

https://blog.google/products/bard/google-bard-new-features-update-sept-2023/#:~:text=Bard%20now%20integrates%20with%20Google,expanded%20features%20to%20more%20places.
https://blog.google/products/bard/google-bard-new-features-update-sept-2023/#:~:text=Bard%20now%20integrates%20with%20Google,expanded%20features%20to%20more%20places.


6 New ChatGPT Features Include Prompt 
Examples & File Uploads
• ChatGPT has been updated with six new features:

• Prompt examples: ChatGPT now provides examples of prompts to help users get 
started with a conversation.

• File uploads: ChatGPT now supports file uploads, which can be used to provide the 
model with additional context for a task.

• Multi-turn conversations: ChatGPT can now hold multi-turn conversations, which 
means that users can ask follow-up questions and the model will keep track of the 
context of the conversation.

• System-level instructions: ChatGPT now supports system-level instructions, which 
allow users to control the behavior of the model.

• Message delineation: ChatGPT now delineates between user messages and system 
messages, which makes the conversation easier to follow.

• Expanded word limit: ChatGPT now has an expanded word limit, which allows users 
to generate longer and more complex responses.

• These new features make ChatGPT more user-friendly and powerful, and 
they open up new possibilities for how ChatGPT can be used.

https://www.searchenginejournal.com/6-new-chatgpt-features-include-prompt-examples-file-uploads/493240/#:~:text=OpenAI%20is%20introducing%20several%20upgrades,analysis%20and%20extraction%20of%20insights.
https://www.searchenginejournal.com/6-new-chatgpt-features-include-prompt-examples-file-uploads/493240/#:~:text=OpenAI%20is%20introducing%20several%20upgrades,analysis%20and%20extraction%20of%20insights.


OpenAI releases third version of DALL-E

• DALL-E 3 is a significant improvement over previous versions, and can 
generate more realistic and detailed images from text descriptions.

• DALL-E 3 is also more versatile than previous versions, and can 
generate images in a wider range of styles.

• DALL-E 3 is still under development, but it has the potential to be a 
powerful tool for creative professionals, designers, and researchers.

Overall, DALL-E 3 is a significant advancement in the field of text-to-
image generation. It has the potential to be a powerful tool for creative 
professionals, designers, and researchers.

https://www.theverge.com/2023/9/20/23881241/openai-dalle-third-version-generative-ai


Amazon Makes Alexa Chattier and More 
Capable Using Generative AI
Oh boy, a ‘chattier’ Alexa!

• Amazon has integrated generative AI into Alexa, making it more chatty and capable.

• Generative AI allows Alexa to generate more natural-sounding responses to questions 
and requests.

• Alexa can now hold multi-turn conversations, meaning that users can ask follow-up 
questions and Alexa will keep track of the context of the conversation.

• Alexa can also now generate different creative text formats, such as poems, code, scripts, 
musical pieces, email, and letters.

• Amazon is using generative AI to improve Alexa's core tasks, such as providing real-time 
news and information, controlling smart home devices, and providing entertainment.

Overall, Amazon's decision to integrate generative AI into Alexa is a significant 
development in the field of voice assistants.

PS - Amazon is committed to using generative AI responsibly and ethically. The company 
has developed guardrails to prevent Alexa from generating harmful or biased content.

https://www.wsj.com/tech/personal-tech/amazon-alexa-artificial-intelligence-echo-speaker-99fcdec9?st=fwcwci2lbwvnql5&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://www.wsj.com/tech/personal-tech/amazon-alexa-artificial-intelligence-echo-speaker-99fcdec9?st=fwcwci2lbwvnql5&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
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